FSL Cluster SAG and NGO Co-lead Elections

SAG Election

1. Existing SAG:
   • 2 NNGO (CMD & AHC) – AHC up for re-election (2 years served);
   • 2 INGO (DRC & ACTED) – both are up for re-election (ACTED 2 years served & DRC withdrew);

2. Results announced at FSL meeting – 5th August;
   • New SAG will start in September with the new HNO - HRP process;

3. Process:
   • Nominations from FSL partners only (implementing FSL programmes for more than 3 years and regular attendance at meetings) need to submit not more than one page detailing their suitability by Tuesday 20th July COB.
SAG Elections in July continued

4. Criteria
   • Experience in providing an advisory role
   • Extensive knowledge of South Sudan
   • Technical knowledge in emergency response of food assistance & livelihood support
   • And available time & staff capacity (at a suitable level): attend meetings/ review documents etc.

5. Election by simple monkey survey: **candidates named at July 22nd meeting**
   • IMO will circulate the names agencies standing;
   • IMO will circulate the one page agency brief to the FSL partners
   • NNGOs elect their new NNGO representative (1)
   • INGOs elect their new INGO representative (1)
   • One vote only per agency
July 2020 FSL Cluster Elections

NGO Co-Lead

1. As agreed at SAG meeting:
   • NGO co coordinator roles to be open for re-election annually;
   • Elections to take place mid-year and for the current position to run until the end of the year enabling a new NGO time to recruit & mobilize resources to start in **January 2021** for a full FSL cluster annual cycle

Currently:
• INGO Co-coordinator represented by World Vision since January 2017 – for annual re-election
• NNGO Co-coordinator represented by SPEDP since April 2019 – for annual re-election
NGO co coordinator in July continued

2. Process: Nominations from FSL partners only (implementing FSL programmes for more than 3 years and regular attendance at meetings) need to submit not more than one page detailing their suitability by Monday **July 20th** COB

- Experience as an FSL partner in South Sudan
- Contribution to the FSL cluster during this time
- Technical knowledge in emergency response of food assistance & livelihood support
- And **most importantly** your ability to fill the role and **fund the position for a minimum 12 month period** (January – December calendar year)
NGO co-coordinator in July continued

3. Election by simple monkey survey:
   • IMO will circulate the names of agencies standing;
   • IMO will circulate the one page agency brief to the FSL partners
   • One vote only per agency and now we have both an NNGO and INGO coordinator you can vote for NNGO position if you are an NNGO and for the INGO position if you are an INGO

4. Results announced at August 5th FSL meeting

   **Summary of the process:**
   • Announcement of both elections on 8th July
   • Deadline of submission of manifestos 14th July
   • Presentation of eligible partners for voting on 22nd July at the FSL cluster meeting.
   • FSL Cluster Partners Vote on 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th July.
   • Announcement of the New SAG and NGOs Co-leads at 5th August FSLC meeting